
CS723 NRM Exhibition Overview - Updated 02.03.17

Title of exhibition: Little things make a big difference - TBC (Small Changes BIG impact?)

# Station Method Substrate Additional Items Dimensions Content Queries NACC to source

Brochure
Brochure similar to ‘The New 
Jonses’ that visitors can take 
away with them.

Outlines positive steps they can take now
Outside original scope. NACC 
to confirm if they can find 
additional funds.

1
Introduction Panel Graphics panel

Existing display stand  
with vinyl graphics 

Plinth + container for 
Tokens 

1400mm W x 2300mm H x ??D To include Welcome or Acknowledge of Country. 
Also to possibly include a token that the visitor 
takes around the exhibition with them and then 
‘pledges’ at the conclusion.

Wording for Welcome or 
Acknowledgment, logos and 
other images NACC would like 
to include

2 Food Chain 
Awareness

Reveal / pull up tabs interactive TBC - X board / 
Acrylic / Signbond 

Interactive: 
1200mmW x 900 H x 450mm D
(3 tiers: 700/800 /900 H x 150 D)
Tabs (x18): 100mm W x 20mm H 

X board panel: 1200 W x 1800 H 

1. True food cost / carbon footprint  - 18 x 
common household foods + carbon footprint 
OR 

2. Eat seasonally - 12 months with 3 x seasonal 
fruit/veg for each 

Door access in the museum 
space?

18 x food items 
Carbon footprint data

3 Biodiversity Snakes & Ladders Banner vinyl fixed to 
floor (velcro strips to 
back / floor?) 

Novelty giant dice 
(foam) x 2 
Dress-ups TBC
Storage baskets

2100mm W x 3500mm L  (each 
square 70 x 70mm) 

Could include ‘chance cards’ incorporating 
illustrations from local kids. Floor based game 
with possible dress up box for children to become 
the ‘game pieces’.

Banner vinyl width Feral animal data / images 

4 Traditional 
Ecological 
Knowledge

Animal Tracks + Audio or 
Tactile

Vinyl tracks to floor 
Vinyl to wall OR
X-board panel 
Unit to house audio

Animal fur / Droppings  
Audio - Autoplay single 
cup 

4 x stations positioned randomly 
throughout 
2 x Audio: 400W x 1800 H x 

Some points will contain a sound point 
demonstrating animal sounds either real or 
didgeridoo. Could also include a tactile panel or 
poo (not tactile poo though :))

Can we apply vinyl to walls?
Confirm PP locations?
How hard to remove vinyl from 
floor after 6 months heavy 
traffic?

4 x Animals:
Images of tracks
Audio x 2 
other animal data 
Images of fur / dropping 

5 Overfishing Magnetic fishing game X-board ‘pond’ 
Freestanding X-board 
panel 

Bench seat
Fishing rods 
Magnets
Fishing bucket?

Pond : 1800 x 1800 mm (hexagon) 

Seat:1400mmL x 400mm D (TBC)

Integrate fishing rods into pond 
structure or bench seat - Eg. drill 
holed through bench seat 

Fish types to include are: snapper, dhufish, coral 
trout, abalone, live rock (aquariums). Link to Dept 
of Fisheries program. If possible also demonstrate 
traditional fishing methods (fish trap & netting).

Fish Images 
Fish Data

6 Recycling Litter on display - Imagery / 
statistics 

Banner vinyl 
suspended from 
lighting tracks 

tbc 
Use recycling statistics from CoGG report

Location of track lighting Permission to use the City’s 
statistics, images

7 Plastic Litter Installation / Floor vinyl 
graphics - Still to be confirmed

Netting suspended 
from ceiling tracks 
filled with plastic litter 

Existing display stand  
with vinyl graphics 

Vinyl floor graphic of 
Abrolhos 

Netting +
Suspension system 

UWA Interactive: ??

1400mm W x 2300mm H x ??D Installation to possible include printing image of 
Abrolhos, with litter overlapping. Installation to 
funnel down to the Conclusion point/what looks 
like an ocean. 6 plastics you can give up today. 
Also include 3-sided interactive from UWA 
students.

Location of track lighting Plastic litter?

Abrolhos imagery 

8 Climate Change / 
Dune Systems 

Tunnel / Dune Interactive Banner vinyl 
suspended from 
lighting tracks 

Tunnel
Dress-ups (Plover bird) 
Toy 4WD cars 

tbc 
Reconstruct mini dune system. Find a way that 
can demonstrate cars going over the top. Tunnel 
to slightly compress to give this feeling.

Use of air-conditioning pipe/
memory foam?

Information and images of 
dune systems, animals and 
plants.

9 Conclusion Pledge Interactive Existing display stand  
X-board 

1400mm W x 2300mm H x ??D Visitors can use their token from the entry to 
make their pledge/promise. “I am going to make a 
difference by…” 

Each stations colour coded - tokens to match 
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